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POLITICS COMES TO LIGHT
:

a
London, lien. IT. An obstacle was might hamper its action, while
ter referred to.
can see you ill New
Washington. I). C. Dec.
encountered today among the Balkan European court would find itself in
It. Hearst produced today several Vork any day if you have any suggesand Turkish plenipotentiaries gather- readier condition, having for years
think tie matter is of
new letters bearing; upon Ihe alleged tion to make.
ed here to bring about peace, in the followed the aspirations of the differcan
political activities of John I). Arch-bol- considerable importance and
absence of Greece's signature to the ent races constituting the Balkan famand the standard Oil company. .'how Senator Aldrich where such iih
If
would be desired.
The delegates ily."
Mr. Hearst testified that he knew no- appointment
armistice
protocol.
Dr. S. Daneff, speaker of the Bulfound it necessary to adjourn withthing as to the incidents related in necessary, I can see you in Xew Vork
the letters or til" circumstances un- or can talk lo you over the phone
out effecting any real business. They garian parliament,
presided today.
der which Mr. Archbold might have from the headquarters of the repubwill not meet again until laie ton The first business of the conference
sent money to former Senator Foru-he- r lican stall' committee. Locust street.
Thursday afternoon and in the mean- was the appointment of secretaries.
of Ohio, and former RepresentaPhiladelphia, " here I shall lie during
It.
with
was decided that each delegation
their govtime will communicate
tive Joseph ('. Sibley, of Pennsylvania, 'he present month."
should appoint a man to act as secreernments.
.Mr.
Hearst suggested Mr.
to whom some of the letters were adEddy
the day
S. tary if the conference on
After their adjournment, Dr.
would be willing to appear
was
lie
chief
The
.probably
dressed.
publisher
when
the
the chief of
mission to which
Dmieff, leader of the Bulgarian deh
witness at the committee's short ses-- ( to tell how Ihe letters were taken
Thin
Kilt ion and president of today s coir-- he belonged was in the chair.
Two of the letters lie1 'I'lom the Standard Oil company files.
sion today.
will
occur
in
the
order
alphabetical
The letter from John D. Archbold
ference, confirmed the report that the
been made public in
had
produced
conat
the
question of the protocol had been un- jof tin; states represented
in a speech at Columbus, to Senator J. 11. l'oraker about
the
he
litis,
said,
der discussion without a decision be- l'erence. Thus a Bulgarian secretary
loan was dated January
22,
Ohio. They were from John D. Arch- duihe
undertook
secretarial
'today
ing reached. It is understood that
.bold and referred to a projected loan 1002, and read:
'ties
deleof the conference. The
the powers of the Turkish plenipo"Referring to our talk of yesterday
of $:0.nn;l to Senator Foraker to be
tentiaries do not authorize them to .gates then exchanged credentials,
.Mr. Hearst1 cv r Ihe telephone, we are w illing to
by installments.
repaid
Scdila-Bahr- .
Dardanelles, Dec. 17.
told the conimitlee lie had been in- - make the loan $.Vl,iiOil, $2.1, lido to be
recognize the Hellenic delegates unAnother naval battle w as begun be-- '
less Greece signs the armistice and
formed that the money was repaid. returned within the year and the retherefore they were obliged to refer tween the Turkish and Creek fleets
With (lie testimony of .Mr. Hearst maining $2.".0ii(i to be paid in annual
tin? matter to Constantinople before this morning outside the entrance to
and John Kennedy, the latter a wit-- i payments thereafter. All to bear in'net's called at the request of Senator terest at o per cent.
the Dardanelles straits. The firing HOW NEW YORK
HE BELIEUED
proceeding with the conference.
PORTUGUESE PLOT TO
'Trusting you will succeed in con- Oliver to tell of Senator Penrose's,1
was
How
vessels
many
very heavy.
The Greek representatives refused
COPJTROLS THE
EVERY
HAND
WAS
,n" waller as you desire,
with
industrial
the
consolidation
to sign the protocol when invited to !;ru engaged is not known,
1
am,
MONEY GAME
mission, the committee adjourned to
AGAINST HIM meet
OVERTHROW POWER
do so today, pointing out that it would
BeriieSwitzerland .Dec. IT, The
"Yours very truly.
when called by Chairman Clapp.
s
make no practical difference, as the Swiss government, in view of the
D. ARCHBOLD."
"JOHN
us
first
witness
the
Hearst
appeared
were united and the decision sibilities.' of war, in augmenting the
Washington, D. C, Dec. 17. -- The atunA question about campaign contriSanta Ana. Calif., Deo.
at
of
the
the
campaign
opening
of the conference would be binding amount of ready cash at its command, traction of money from small banks ARMY IMPLICATED IN CONSPIRACY TO usual pallor of the desperado who was
which had come to a halt butions brought from Air. Hearst the
A consignment of $3,0110,000 in gold throughout the country to New York
to death by militiamen yester-- i before election. The New York pub- statement that he had contributed
'shot
upon Greece as well as the others.
DICTATORS-TRODECLARE
MILITARY
OPS
In speaking today on the subject of and silver arrived here by special City when the money market shows
day after he stood off a sheriff's posse lisher told the committee at the out- about $iii,ctii or $12,000 in 100S to
a high rate for loans was asked about
was
train
from
and
l'aris
today
lodged
for hours, killed Under-Shei'if- f
AND
WARARMS
UNDER
Squires set that he had some otners that he the Independent League committee for
foreign mediation in Balkan affairs,
today by the house money trust inin the Swiss National bank.
and
wounded
three
neau
lien
oi
uie
uie
deputies, led to had not made public. He first produc- the national campaign.
niojan .ovhkov
SHIPS CLEARED FOR ACTION
Another
Iondon, Dec. IT. The ambassadors vestigating committee.
iter, dated January 2T,
'the belief today that he was recently ed the photographic copies of the letServian delegation said:
J.
B.
an
accountant for the
Kevin,
of the
European powers this afand identified Mm-- ', from John ). Archbold to J. B.
from a penitentiary.
ters
.released
This
published
already
"The choice of the United States as ternoongreat
heirnn their
"conversation" committee, presented a mass of statiswas strengthened by the armament lliem for the convenience of the com- Foraker. trniiniiii led a certificate of
mediator would be an excellent one.
tics showing the amount of money
f uui
.,t!
Lisbon, Portugal, Dec. IT. A plot found on the dead man and his evi- mittee.
deposit for $.Mi.iiiiu.
This letter, Mr.
The only fears in this connection are in c.tose touch Willi each other in re- - held for country banks by thirty-twMr. Hearst Hearst said, lie had made public in a
to establish a military dictatorship in dent
asked
Chairman
Clapp
for
preparedness
desperate
DauKH
of
anu
oriv
the
United
States
distance
the
trust companies
that
nut of
gard to the question iirish-ipr
events. He carried, a
rifle if lie ever saw the originals of the speech in IDiiN at Columbus, Ohio,.
from the scene and its lack of knowl- the Balkan war. The diplomats met miu nit- uiuuuiiL ui money loaueti on, vMUn01
ui.iivivii. iqm, mm. 'and
Another letter from Mr. Ardibold to
in. his mue?.ine. Jle,
a
ani-- ; letters published
and
retolver
of
r"!lH
jfg mipply
securities in Xew Vork Part of the army, w as supposed to be
p;:ob. 1:. the cabinet room of the British
edge of the different complex
munition. Up to noon today, however, said he was not certain but he be Foraker daled .March 5, 1900, read:
City for these country correspondents
lems agitating' the Balkan peoples efgn office.
The cabinet was in ses- no
"1 beg to enclose you herewith letter
Mr. Xevin's figures showed lO.Ol.'i implicated.
progress toward the identification lieved he had only seen this photo
from our counsel, Air. Elliott, with
'accounts for country banks in In; sion all night. Troops were kept of the desperado had been made. It. graphic facsimile copy.
ked copy of another very
"Of whom did you get, them?"
Xew York institutions.
objectionable
He explained) under arms and today warships in tne was hoped various poslal orders and
him with fundu for defense.
Senator Clapp.
ALLOWANCE OF
bill recently introduced at Columbus.
scraps of paper bearing the names of
"Did anv of these letters lofei tr that because the banks would not fur harbor cleared for action.
a
moment.
Hearst
hesitated
There
undoubtedly will be uniform
A MONTH
the use of dynamite?" Buthr
:is i.ish to him the names of their comi- Humors of an alarming nature Oregon towns found in his pockets
"I am anxious," he began, "to testify sentiment against it in the oil section.
try correspondents, some of the ac- would aid in solving the mystery.
atked.
FOR EXPLOSIONS "Absolutely no."
fully to everything that I am Hope you can take care of it with the
spread over the city and caused great
counts might be duplicated.
Albert. Prather, one of the wounded very
concerned in and every- - others."
In the thirty-twpersonally
banks, .Mr. Xevin a nxiety.
"Did you know that McXnmar.i
deputies may die of his injuries but thing of interest to this inquiry. Do
A letter from Archbold to J. C. Sibon November 1, country banks' It was
said,
T.
IT.
Bid..
John
Dec.
of
was
the
a
Indianapolis,
secretary
union,
cigaged .had on
reported that large number the oilier two will recover. The con- you feel that this is essential to the
:
ad-ley,
in
from Pennsylvaand
$4S:!,000,nu()
in
deposit
vice
X.
representative
a
Y.,
president
Butler, Buffalo,
dynamiting campaign ?'
of conspirators had assembled in the dition of .Myrtle Huff, the girl attackdition had loaned on New York Stock'
inquiry?"
or
dated February 1,3, iflol, said. "1
nia,
"1 did not.'
of the International Association
ed
his
by the unknown man before
Senator Clapp replied that authen- be- - (o enclose you herewith certificate
At Campo Grand park and were about to
"Do you know of any inslii:u' in Exchange securities $240,4SO,000.
Ironworkers.
Bridge and Structural
battle with the 'deputies, was said to- ticity of some of the letters had been of
testified as a defendant at. the dyna-- ! your career as a union official where that time, he said, the money market come into the city and seize the memdeposit lo your favor for $3000 sent
After members of the you at the request of Afr.
was high. On July 1, with money easy,! bers of the cabinet. It was also as- day not to be as serious as tit. first re- questioned.
mite conspiracy trial today.
Griscom, the
dynamite was carried on a pa iseng r
in'committee had insisted upon the
he said, the country banks had only serted they intended to occupy Hie ported.
As the most prominent union official train for unlawful purpose?"
purpose of which you no doubt underMr.
that
Hearst
formation,
a
responded
in
out
and
declare
of
$14I,02,S,ooo
Examination
of
the body
stock exchange government buildings
stand wilh him.
next to President Frank A1. Ryan
Squires
loans.
"
new government.
today showed that while the officer lay he got the copies of John Eddy, of
Butler is charged with sanctioning an HOUSE WIVES TO WAGE
"Permit me to improve this opporamof
of
four
the
Before Air. Xevin took the spind,
The minister of war, acting tinder fatally wounded, under the rifle of London, author
allowance of $10,000 a month to J. J.I
also lo express my high appreWAR ON FOOD T3UST.
tunity
in a magazine. He tesMcXamara to pay for explosions, inhis ides published
ciation
of your most courteous and efXew York. Dec. IT. The national rieuenck i.ewisnon appeared and ans-- ' the orders of Ihe cabinet, kept cer- - the desperado, the latter used
in cei lain questions WHICH yes- tain troops, whose loyalty was un- body as a target, sending bullet after tified he did not know of whom Eddy ficient action in response to our recluding those at Bos Angeles.
executive committee of the House- Air.
Hearst
the
letters.
he
declined
to
procured
answer in con- doubted, under arms. He also call-- , bullet into it.
Butler testified he heard of four ex- wives League, which was conducting terday
then produced the several letters and quest regarding the consideration of
the subsidiary bill matter with Air.
plosions in Buffalo on the work of ' a crusade in Xew York for cheaper nection with operations in California ed out the wohle of the republican
telegrams. The first was from Senator n riscom."
petroleum stock and the organizatioiT guards and the members of the repub-"I was In
NOT GUILTY.
"open shop" contractors.
eggs, announced that a meeting will of the California Petroleum
to
1). Archbold, dated
Penrose
John
com
Buffalo when one of these explosions be held
puny. lican secret society w ho were all
Canon City. Colo., Dec. 1T. "Not
Pressed further to tell about getting
today to conider plans for ex-- I
:!, at
December I,
Philadelphia,
occurred," he said. "1 learned of the tending the campaign to every
guilty" was the verdict returned
armed.
the letters, Hearst said that Eddy was
and read in part as follows:
large
others only through newspapers and
in
the
if
by
the
trial
former
jury
THE DAY (N CONGRESS
in the country.
The minister of marine ordered all
"I have wired Senator Aldrich lo in his employ as a magazine writer
never knew who caused the destruc- - city
Warden John Cleghorn, and "hp'
to at the time he brought him the let-- ;
the war vessels in the harbor to take
an appointment, with him
make
vioor
tion of the work. Dynamite
on charges of conspiracy
discuss the matter referred to in your! ters but. that Eddy had paid nothing
tip favorable positions and to prepare to defraud the
SENATE.
lence never was considered in the
and
slate
obtaining letter. It added that Penrose himsell to obtain possession of them,
BUTTER TO BE CHEAPER.
for eventualities.
Convened at noon.
councils of the union."
money under false pretenses.
The could meel Archbold in Xew York
Chicago, 111., Dec. IT. Butter
at; The second witness was J. L. Ken-- !
In connection with the explosion of
Senator
The
without
on
Kenyon
passed,
however,
was
T2
night
verdict
interstate
spoke
reached
after
hours
r.
men
who
attended the annual
any time. A letter from John D. Arch-- j nedy, of Cleveland, Ohio, a former
the Municipal building at Springfield,;
any outbreak.
deliberation.
liquor shipment bill.
.1.
II. Foraker, then
bold to
senator member of the old industrial commis-- i
meeting of the Elgin board of
Wm. U. Hearst, testifying
in April, BH1, Butler is acbefore
from Ohio, expressed the willingness sion of which
trade at which the quotations
cused of meeting Ryan. .Michael .1.
Senator Penrose was
funds investigating commit-- j
campaign
of Archbold to make a loan of $."i0, also a member. He
committee was legislated out of
Young, Boston, and other officials at
declared the statetee, produced several new letters bear- nun.
existence, declared today that
ment that Senator Penrose did some
Hartford, Ct to discuss explosions.
ing on political activities of John I).
Hearst said lie knew nothing of the work on
butter within the next three
Butler identified letters written by
the commission for which the
'Archbold, and the Standard Oil com- facts to which any of the letters remonths will be cheaper than it
him to McXamara about various exStandard Oil company paid him $25,-oiipany.
ferred.
was
Another
John
from
letter
was a year ago.
This predicpenditures. ISy saying in one letter
"was amusing." No member of
President Tat't submitted for ap-- j
D. Archbold to former Representative
tion, they said, is not based on
money was for a purpose he "didn't
the
lie said, took less
names for members of commit;-- j
commission,
proval
O.
in
he
which
referred
Sibley
Joseph
the abolition of the quotations
care to put in writing," Butler said ho
sion to industrial relations.
part in the work than Senator Penan
lo
inclosed
or
certificate
of
deposit
to
referred
the arrest of a man in
committee, but on the natural
Court of impeachment resumed trial
mission form'' of government cstab- - $.'..0110, "sent at the request of Air. rose. When the report was
Portales, N. M. Dec. 14, 1912.
Buffalo charged with murder hi Pins-burconditions of the market.
of Judge Archbold.
lished in its stead.
(iriscnm, the purpose of which you no ed, Air. Kennedy testified, he was
fhe New Mexican ,
and the union wanted to provide
pointed a committee of one to get Sendoubt
HOUSE.
understand with him."
That the present
Santa Fe, N. M.
"system"
A telegram from Senator Penrose ator Penrose's signature.
At first the
Convened at noon.
be
c;in
without
upon
improved
goes
In the matter of your statement that
Mr. Archbold sent on December I. senator refused to sign the report.
to
Resumed consideration of Burnett
question.
you would publish certain brief state- Kennedy said, because lie did not know
A Texas county,
illiteracy test immigration bill.
return- l!Ri:;, read in full:
Example
on
menls
lne
lax
"Your letter of the l.'ith instant was what it contained, but finally consentWes"n
Money trust investigating coniuiit-ing more than $14,000,000 assessable
on my return from ed to attach his signature when he
tee resumed its hearing with Freder-- , Mcxico- property, collects for all purpose, $63, leeched yesterday
I
have was assured that it contained nothhas occurred to me that a show- - COO. Roosevelt county, with less than a trip in British Columbia.
ick Bewisohn on stand.
wired Senator Aldrich to make an ap- ing in conflict with the republican
:
of
in
interest
Roosevelt
ing
county $2.C:0,C0O assessable property, collects
THE BANK HAD MOVED.
night be of value. The difficulty in about $100,000. Fifty cents on the pointment with him to discuss the inal- platform.
Trementon, Utah, Dec. 17. After such
Trenton, X. J., Dec. IT. Wood row think all they have to do is to wail to
is to be sufficiently brief. $100 in Texas and
matter
$5.00 on the $1C0
Wilson came back to the state house come back into power. They will be laboring half the night to break into
have been
the attention of in New Mexico. All
theoretically for
in a fighting spirit and issued a warn- sorely disappointed. They cannot the old concrete money vaults of the our citizens tocalling
two items only, that the same
A
purposes. Does it not
ing to the voters of the sate apninst again impose upon the voters of Xew state bank of Trcmcntou, four rob- show on the tax roll for Roosevelt
that only the "innocent" will acpoliticians who have opposed his pro- Jersey. If they should in some evil bers were dismayed to discover that county, for 1912. First The item of
cumulate property or expend time,,
gressive policies and who, he said, moment recover control of the party the bank had moved away the day the total assessed
property valuation energy and sense In New Mexico? A
would again seek to control the stato machinery they will only ruin the par- previously. The robbers
escaped after $1,92,863.
Second The Item of the provision for a "tax commission" was
overnment as soon as he stepped ty and put it permanently out of a pistol battle with Marshal Brown.
total annual tax money to bo collected
from the governorship. He urged that power. Every step they take therefore,
attempted to be got in the constitu- i Denver, Colo., Dec. IT. Back of the through which the Denver and Rio
S-of the power plants of Grande road runs from here to Salt
therefrom, $99,113.83.
?f X V X X
tion. On the ground that "the end
to
their plans be blocked at once.
V
their power should be
Colorado
FLYNN IS HEAD OF
and
I'tah.
and the electrificaLake City, it is said, is not irrigated
in
The
two
X
would
once
at
items,
the
means."
my
repopinion,
justify
exposed and stopped.
"I have been surprised," said the
Projected
U. S. SECRET SERVICE.
resent and show a miserable, if not from the systems then existing in the tion of the Denver and Rio Grande to any great extent at the present
"The people of the state need not N
president-elect'- s
statement,
"by the
Washington, D. C, Dec. IT. X cruel absurdity. The item of tax to states of Iowa, Wisconsin, etc., where railroad. Is a mammoth plan to settle time because of lack of irrigation fanumerous inquiries as to wnetner l iear mat 1 will become indift'erent William J. Flynn, of New York V be forced is, for this county, extrava- successful headway had been made in all of the hitherto
land cilities. The merged companies, howvould continue to take interest in the, so long as their confidence encourages
to establish
No such an taxation and other matters. The prop- between Denver and Salt Lake City, ever plan
electrified
? y was appointed chief of the X gant beyond decency.
political affairs of the states after me to believe that they wish my aid
' nited States secret service by X amount of money is needed to enable osition was "shunted" at the appro-priat- and the southwestern counties of pumping stations with which it will
assuming my duties as president, and and counsel. I shall in the future use
'
furnish water to the entire area tribu"last moment." The interests Colorado.
yet I realize the significance of these every proper and legitimate power I X Secretary MacVeagh, of the treas- X our government, in time of peace, to
X
X
John
ury
were
This
have
its
of
I
warned
summer
department,
essential
the
and
afraid
of
it.
the
It
functions
Last
succeeding
scheme,
left
was
perform
influence
the
for
every
at my
organization, tary to the railroad.
among
inquiries.
of the state very explicitly that posal to support and assist new X E. Wilkie, now chief supervising X the six to seven thousand people in first legislature. Without an amend- was made known today when the
the men who formerly controlled and forces which have regenerated
FUNK TO PRODUCE LETTERS.
our X agent of the customs service. He X the county. Besides, a citizen may ment to the constitution, the legisla- Electric Bond and Share company, a
discredited our politics were awaiting life during the past two years... I shall X will assume his duties tomorrow. X not accomplish anything by way of ture can extend the powers of the subsidiary of the General Electric
Chicago, 111., Dec. IT. C. S. Funk,
the opportunity to recover their con-- j not go slack on this business, for I X For many years Mr. Flynn has X' court procedure, the recording of title "state board of equaliaztion" so as to company, announced that the work of general manager of th International
trol and were expecting to find it. understand my duty to stand back of X been in charge of the New York X papers, be married, have children, die enable it to remedy the matter. In organizing the $100,(i(l(i,00ti conibina-even- t Harvester company was
requested to
X division of the secret
What I then said has been abundantly the progressive forces in the
service X or be buried except he be subject to
the "first legislature" fails, 'ion will begin today. The various produce further correspondence in
In
thetcratic party everywhere and at every X and during the early days of X exorbitant fee charges. The whole then, in the case of its
by what lias happened
members, the companies in the merger are the the government inquiry today. He
interval.
juncture, and I feel that in these mat X Mayor Oayoor s administration X matter is so absurd that it occurs to voter has the benefit of the "recall." I'tah Power and Light company,
testified that he did not know where
"I am keenly aware of the fact that ters I am under particular obligations X was deputy police commissioner X the casual observer, such as I am,
terms expire in two and four corporated for $r2,ooo,(MiO; and the papers relating to the formation of
these men have so little respect for of conscience and gratitude to the X of New York.
j Central
X that the whole
Colorado Power company, in- - the company were filed, nor who was
"system" years.
the voters of Xew Jersey that they people of New Jersey:"
W. E. I INDSEY.
might better be abolished and a "corn- (crporated for $29,000,000. The land responsible for them.
I
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PAGE TWO

PRIZE i ORATION

Statements That May Be Investigated
Testinmony of Santa Fe Citizens.

The Little Store

BY DAVID

DECEMBER

17, 1912.

FACE DISGRACEFUL
GRANT

WITH RASH
When a Santa Fe citizen comes to
the front, telling his friends and j
HAS BUILT UP A REPUTATION FOR
neighbors of his experience, you can ENTITLED, "BRING THEM THE LIGHT" AND
reiy on ins Miueiii.. j ut? nmivun-jnLarge Scabs Would Form, Fester
THE
OF
DELIVERED
AT
CONTEST
of people residing in far away places
and Break. Itching and Burning.
do not command your confidence.;
COLLEGE OF NEW YORK.
tew
Kept from Sleeping. Cuticura
Home endorsement is the Kind that;
Ointment
backs noun's Kidney Pills. Such tea-- ,
and
Cured.
Soap
COME'
(Contributed.)
'timony is convincing. Investigation1
AVe
delivered
below
an
oration
Tu
lug
give
proves it true. Below is a statement
D.
P.
trnuhln
skin
fioux Falls,
of
"yiy
ND SEE1
oi a Santa Fe resident. No stronger by one of New Mexico s boys, a son disease started moivly ns a rasli on my faco
Consequently we are not considering any Fake Piano Coof
Abiiiuiu.
of
be
can
had.
merit
and
of
and
Grant,
it
but
grow
iiiTk,
Henry
kept gotling
proof
ntract to boost our trade. V'ou get your money's
THL.
worse until lur;:o scans
The oration took first prize of $5(1
Manuel Pelpado, 140 Canon St., San- worth when you trade with
would
fester
and
form,
t.t Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public at the annual prize guiuking contest
HflHIf G
break. This was just on
statement I gave in praise of Doan's j0f the college of the City of New
one sido of my face,
the
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Will M. Uoss, Stevens I'oinl, Wis.
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machine
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Cross

Human Brain.'

Seals
Thus spoke the auditor:

He was speaking of tha
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Every
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This machine does something that only the brain,
do that is,
directing the hand, has hitherto been able to
same
the
on
page.
write and add (or subtract)
But this is not all. It does such work more easily,
more rapidly, and more accurately than the human brain
has ever performed similar labor.
Thus the machine is human m what it does and superhuman in the way it does it.
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'.Salazar, Palma, X.

M.

MAXU El- -

Department of the Interior, I'. S.
I,and Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

OTERO,

Register.

made Homestead Entry .No.
for Ixits 3 and 4. Sec. 2, and
Lots 1 and 2. Section 3. 1 ownstup a in
Kange 13 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Five
vear proof, to establish claim to the
above described, before Register and
Tteepiver TJ. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on January U, 1913.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
N. M.;
Galisteo,
Ramirez,
Agustin
Emiterlo Chavez, Palma, X. M.; Francisco Chavez, Palma, N. M.; Faustin
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from the animal's
set the barn on fire. The fire- men made short work of the blaze,
I
is estimated that the damage
Si'OO.
The
will amount to about
burn and contents are owned by Sum-uel Daralla. an Italian fruit peduler,
living at Vxl Champlaiii street,
He refused to admit that he had
lUack
Hand letters
received any
lately, but several Italian women
living in the house said he had
niies that were jealous of his sue-an-

'b.-iol-

Fire dropping

i

Campaigns he was approached for,
a contribution by one of the workers,
liis refusal was needlessly curt, and
cut sharply into the spirit of the
aftir all.
voting campaigner,
the' work meant nothing to her, but
an opportunity to show her interest.
no grim White
Within the vettr.
licKtrover passed this man s way, and,
n aching out, clutched his daughter,
flowering into young womanhood.
TIip 'cess in business.
seized her to his bosom.
man fought back, as men will fight for
The premises at 1!iL' t'liamplain
ihe things dear to them, but the fight street seem to be marked by the
time ago
,as an unequal one. Like the flower Black Maud gang. Some
fhe typified, the daughter drooped and a dynamite bomb was set off under
withered before - I he searing enemy, a house across the street and many
and with swift and merciless cruelty, windows were blown out. The barn
the scythe of death swept her to the has been set on fire several times,
Several horses confined in the barn
harvest of eternity.
It was then hard upon a new seal bqve been slashed with knives.
campaign and in the course of events
WOOL MARKET GOOD.
another worker approached this cerV.- -- Increased
Boston, Mass.. Dee.
tain rich man. Crushed and hiiniblei:
is reported in all lines of doactivity
reachby the burden of his sorrow, he
mestic wool, while values held very
ed lor his check book and filled out a
firm. The inquiry is well distributed
check for a generous contribution-payi- ng
as usual, the heaviest trans-feralthough,
u debt to his conscience to a
have been in territory stock, both
could
conscience that scarce
forgive. in
original bags and graded. .MoNow, this man's check a year before ntana
staple brings 2(1 cents and the
out the
wouldn't, of itself,
scoured product is held at till. Nearby
devastating disease not if it had been fit ec-- wools are fairly active anil some
written in the wealth of a Rockefeller.
good sales of .Michigan half blood at
Nor, perhaps, would it have saved his 2S
are reported. Ohio fine washed
daughter though who can say as to Delaine sells for "4. New Texas fall
that? W ho can say what lives have wools have takt u freely but Califorbeen saved because a group of
nia wool is dull.
fighters fliave gone forth and
CROUPY COUGHS AND WHEEZY
a Complacent
forced sanatoria onto
COLDS.
at
people, and put visiting nurses
The quickest, simplest way to rid
work cleaning up the pools of disease?
Perhaps you are one of these, who,, the children of dangerous croup;.'
going your careless way, have been coughs and wheezy, stuffy colds is to
saved from black
despair, because give them Foley's Honey and Tar
some one, wlio atan i even Know you,, Compound. It gives almost instant reII
was thoughtful of your welfare. And lief and stops a cough promptly.
so this man's check would not have soothes and heals. Contains no opiacleansed a disease-riddeworld, but it tes. For sale by all druggists.
ene-ji.K-

have-wipe-

THE SECRET TERROR.
Dec. U, 1912.
The haunting fear of sickness and
Notice ts Hereby given that Felipe
I.ucero, heir to Maria Lucero, Decsd., helplessness is the secret terror of
of Galisteo, N. M., who. on May 29th, the working man. Health is his capiJ90C,

l

RED CROSS SEALS

AND PROTECT

(Wahl Adding Mechanism)

Typewriter

Dis

Helps
Visiting Nurses for the Cure
pensariea, and
and Cure of Consumption in your community

miV

Detroit, Dec. 7. KickiiiK his way
out of a IniniiiiK hunt in the rear of
l'.i2 Chaiiilain streel, a horse with a
hlaziiiK blanket strapped to its back
tun to the lire department at Lamed
IrhU Hiopelle streets and when engine
company Xo. !i came out of the tire
headquarters the horse followed them
back to the hiirninK barn.
Some person, b lieved to lie a mem-- i
her of a Black Hand gang, broke into
the barn early Friday oveiiins and
poured kerosene on a large blanket
strapped to the back of one of Hip
two horses and set tire to the blanket.
'As the blaze singed the horse's back
the animal was driven franlic and
kicked out nearly the entire side of
the barn in its mad attempt to es-j

Properly Cared for imurei Vcur Lire
Against Tuberculosis

Adding

Remington

AM

Investment In Health

Keminffto
and Subtracting

BLAZING HORSE
SPEEDS DOWN
CITV STREETS

.

Stiver- -

brain;

tal. Kidney diseases sap a man's
strength and vitality. They lessen his
earning capacity. Foley Kidney Pills
bring back health and strength by
healing the disease. They are the
best medicine made for kidney and
bladder troubles. The genuine are in
the yellow packages. Refuse any sub- stitute. For sale by all druggists.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa l'e and
the new state.

I

Is

;

If

B

T

Settled Very Easily

RE

HT EI

Z

(

You're Looking for Something

FOR HER
Something She Will Enjoy Having and Wearing,
Something That Never Goes Amiss, why

JUST GIVE HER SLIPPERS
If You're Looking for Something

FOR HIM

15

Something that He Will Enjoy Wearing and that Will
Be a Source of the Greatest Comfort to Him, why then

JUST GIVE HIM SLIPPERS
AoA

&)'

Seated in the lobby of the Palace
hotel, receiving and answering tele-- ;
grams from friends all over the land
Mrs. Hall discussed this phenomena!
tiip which began in June. It'll, and
which has carried the two New York-- ;
its over ;:T,lino miles in their remark-- '
ably efficient and faithful car.
"We did not start out to be globe
ginllers." she said, smiling and looking almost young enough to be the,
sister instead of the mother of her,
"We
began
stalwart companion.
motoring in Europe, went through the!
ilialkans and then said: 'Why not do
the orient'." We have done it and all;
other countries. We have had the
time of our lives, and l tnniK we nave,
proved that the outdoor life is the
::;uro winner of perfect health."
"I know it seems almost absurd to
that we have not had any motor,
trouble in these days when cars give,
Jso much bother going over ordinary!
roads, but it is true, nevertheless. Of
course, we have used up many tires,;
but until we arrived at. San Francisco
or
We did not require any overhauling
the machine.
"Nor have we had any disagreeable;
experiences save the battle with the
isnow crossing the continental divide.
FINEST ROADS.
"Where are the linest roads in the
world?" was asked.
In the Philippine Islands," Mrs.
"The reason,
Hull replied instantly.
.is plain: Over there a prize is given,
to the province which has the finest
roads and then1 is keen rivalry.
might add that there are glaring errors
about the Philippine Islands and they
are spread by supposedly well inform-- ;
id people in this country. First of all,
the climate in these islands is not a'
menace to the white man, provided
tl.e white man adapts his life to tTie
the
rcuntry as he must. Secondly,
Filipinos are not fit for
ment nor will they be for fifty years
The Fillipinos. charming and
hence.
bright as they are, can not stand
praise from the white man; they do.
p.ot understand our idea of encourage-ment. Thirdly, the islands are not a
financial burden on the United States
If it costs u'
but are
sum to maintain our army there,
iiiiu eu, nev is well snent for where in
the world is there a better field for
maneuvers or a more strategic position
for bidding forces to strengthen our
hand in the far east? The islands offer capitalists and investors untold
wealth, but in the unsettled conditions
over there, an investor is loath to put

A-

3&
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Xmas Hosiery!
Don't fail to see our most
Beautiful Line of Hosiery.
There is nothing more acceptable or highly appreciated than hosiery for Xmas
presents. We have them
in all kinds and prices for

Children!

and

Men, Women

1

D

Classy
Different

Shoes

FLUEG

OF

Quality

2

two-fipte-

'

n

t

fares!

HOLIDAY

Rate of one fare for the round trip will be protected
between all stations on the

1

Wisconsin
Some years ago, in a
city, there lived a certain rich man,
father of an only and bountiful ilaush-lerDurini; one of the Christinas Seal

with the

human

Christmas Problem

0

i

THE WHITE HOUSE
STOCK OI'EN TILL 9 O'CLOCK

37.-00-

js-.t-

Yours to please,

holiday stock.

TRAVELLED

I

j

Slippers.
'

These are only a few suggestions,

A

NEW

visions.

(

i

Leather

of 'Evening Slippers.
An Kveniiisr Oown.

ic Ma.-Fur Set.
I'aii of Ki

Fine Pair of

HAVE

WEALTHY

more
carried with llu-an air of culture than of wealth.
And their machine it was equipped
It contained
foi
all emergencies.
even shovels, hoards, ropes and pro-

And 'I'alile Cnveis.
.

HALL,

ffjfl

THE PERPLEXING

ot

Pillow.

Uurnl

TO tfive

Gtfk,

ifK

AND KER SON

HALL

York City.
I in t
they

Linen Talile

Opera lias.
Fans.
liivakl'asl ami
A Swell Opera

YORKERS,

ForTthe House

I

wi

and

I'l-- ar

II

-s-

IHIHlkorelllels.

Cilia n

liOiitlicr lia.s.
)ny Silk I losicrv.
Italian Silk I 'mleruea r.
Phoenix Silk losicrv.

(

Boxes.

Fiubl-ella--

Nice

i

N

lini.-lie-Le- nt

wuk

0-r9- k

!

Visiting everv country of the world
in a Packard 1.". louring car: attending
the coronation of King George V in
m Kngland, later seeing the same mon-at
arch and his brilliant Indian court
the Delhi Durbar; witnessing the fun-- ;
( ral of the .Mikado in the dead of night
as ii.iHXi mourners carried
lighted
torches and inarched tearfully to the'
weird march played on guttural toned
whistles: braving every kind" of tropi-- ;
eal (lime and food and battling with
heavy snows on the continental
m the
uivide in this country; in short eeing
the world and its people such are
the achievements of an unpretentious
party of wo persons who were in
!$ ' San la Ke for a few hours today.
The party of two consisted of .Mrs.
William A. Hall and her son. Melvin
A. Hall,
multimillionaires of New

I

U'piiic

'4

MILES WITHOUT ANY MISHAP

Silk Suspenders.
Fownes or lelll'.- - Cloves.

Kveiiin; ( "(lillS.
Vlanieuiv Sets.
A I 'air of Fowiies or
K id (iliivcs.
( 'cut inai'v
A Cdinli ami llrusli Set.
i

A.

M

Silk Socks.

Silk Waists.

Mini

W. A.

MRS.

11

All Silk Ties.

Fur Sets.

i

jSL What
I

Li

WORLD

.;'!

For the Men

For the Ladies

A

0VER!f

MOTORED

Ti:
1i

RIO GRANDE
account Christmas and
New Year Holidays.

SELLING DATES:
December

23-24--

and

25

January

1

1,

31

also

1913.

RETURN LIMIT:

January

3, 1913.

For tickets, reservations, etc. call on or write your local

ticket agent or VV. U. 5hea, Traveling Passenger
Agent. Santa Pe, N. M.

in money."

CHINA AND JAPAN.

on tin? coast in California for in-- ;
-- " continued Airs. Mall, "and
Discussing China and Japan, Mrs.
Hall said that we need make no missee how 1liey are going to pieces.;
take about the Japanese they are enuire holes make travel over them
tirely out for the Japanese and are far from .safe or delightful, 'i'lie idea
lot building a loo foot road anyway,
steadily encouraging the withdrawal
front their is- lletter have a narrow, well kept, road
of foreign interests
land. "They are absolutely dishon- than these gigantic boulevards lei t
est and untruthful in business and to destruction."
The Chi
Mrs. Hall and Mr. Hall left at M
diplomacy." she declared.
as o'clock for l.as Vegas, whence they'
on
other
the
sutterlng
hand,
nese,
they do with the political gralt sys- will go to Raton and on to Kansas;
home in New
tem from high to low, are strictly lion-- ' City, finally to tln-iest in commercial dealings.
Wrk where .Mrs. Mall's husband will
'The Chinese are to me the wonder- meet her.
ful people of the future," she added,
"and it' i had any wish on this earth ..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
it would In- to live for fifty more years; Mexican,
the paper that, boosts all
to see that great giant awake."
the time ami works for the upbuildDiscussing the Korean situation. ing of our new State.
the distinguished traveler and stud
cut said that Japan's treatment of
Korea will rank as one of the great
wrongs of modern ages.
YOU KNOW A MAN
'

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New
Mexican
Printing

SUMATRA AND JAVA.
Hall talked with the keenest
delight of the trip through Sumatra,
of the Dutch East Indies and she pictured
graphically the interest in
motoring past trees with ournngou-tanphanging from their limbs and
looking placidly on the motorists.
"In Java we find a lesson for the
American to follow in the Philippines.
The Dutch have been Ideal colonizers
and they have not suffered from a
change of climate. During the heat of;
the day all business is suspended

and

New Year
and

One

Many Have

TELL HIM
Faywood Hot Springs
In

everyone retires and sleeps."
ROAD PROBLEM

HERE.

That the great problem for America

now is not only building roads but
keeping them up, was the declaration
of the world motoriste.
"It is simply amazing to see the 100
foot wide roads built a few years ago

NEW

MEXICO.

IT WILL CURB HIM
And

Make

A

Friend For You.

?

i
J

Fare for the

rd

TO ALL POINTS IN NEW

Denver, Coio
Colorado Springs,

MEXICO.

Ik

$18.70
.

.

16.50

Pueblo, Colo

15.15

Canyon City

17.15

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25.
30 and 31 ; also Jan. 1, 1913.
Good

Of

One-thi-

Round Trip

Who Has

s

RATES

HOLIDAY

I

J
KIDNEY TROUBLE J

w

Christmas

-

.Mrs.

4

1ompany.

r

a4

h

for Return Passage until Jan. 3d

The sume rate will apply for students
and teachers, except tt mhtimuui fare of
fn.on will le collected and tickets will be on
sale on flay school closes and one duy thereafter, on presentation of ccrtitlcates issued
l)V schools ami signed hy proper officer.
Limit of such tickets will he Jan. H. 1913.

For

particulars call on anyAgt.

of the A., T.
II.

0,

S. LUTZ, Agt.,

& S.

F. R'y.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

f 'Si

i

r
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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TUESDAY,

17, 1912.
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BIG MINSTRELS

N

'

r

THURSDAY NIGHT!
ONE OF THE MOST

He

if:

vjas

C FEETTALU
WEIGHED

laOLBS

It?

.;C;.-7SS.

ENTERTAINING

OF THE SEASON

o

--

REDFIELD FOR CABINET

.

WILL BE HONEY

AND HIS

EVANS

THINGS

ENTERTAINERS

j

IF, NEW

YORK

POSITION
NEW

-i

IS
AS

YORK

GIVEN

A

SEEMS

EMBER

19.

THE

LIKELY,

CONGRESSMAN

Capital Bar

CABINET

Schlitz

Lemps

BE

MAY

CHOSEN.

BEER
California Wines
Taylor Whiskey

George ICvans and his "Honey l!oy"
Wasliington, I). C, Dec. 1 7. Rep re-- !
C.
Minstrels will appear at llie Kilts scntativo William
Redfield, of
N. Y., chairman of the sub-- j
Brooklyn,
l!)tlt.
Theater, Thursday, lJeceni'jer
Old
New In its entirety, this year's pro- committee of the house district com-due lieu is described as being ade- njittee, which, has just presented a re-- :
quately Huge dand handsomely em-- j port on the purchasing methods of the
bellished in a costuinic and scenic way District of Columbia,. Is being talked:
and presenting the diminutive coined- - of by democrats' as a strong possi-- !
'
55Sao Francisco Street.
wins-- ; UiUty for the 'Wilson cabinet.
The
Uin'8. coi:..?rtlon of "idealized
cabinet position with which his name
:t;elsy."
with is most frequently mentioned is thai Members of the Texas delegation in
Seated ;:i the usual
Vaughn C'mnfort presiding as interlo-- of secretary of the department of com- lhe l0llKe deeiared they believed they
'cutor, th following minstrel favor- merce and labor, which may be divid- - ri,pol.t was true.. Representative Mor-ite- s
I '
are i ; aented when the curtain ed into two departments by the pres- - rls Sl,epl,ard wa's tne successful
on th.- beautiful scenic opening cut coming congress. Mr. Redflold's testant in the democratic
party for six
Dill lange IN 1895
Toa
t
part: "The Floral Rower," Comedians name also has been spoken of in con-- .. ,, ,,.,., i,(.lrjinlr nn Mn-r.lohn Kin; Sam Lee, Jack Kennedy, nection with the navy department.
Senator O'Gorman. of New York,!
Raymond .'iaxon and Tommy Hyde;
v1s. etvsys
ew Mexican want
Here's Another of These Yarns About
Median, Jim Doherty, who will perhaps be consulted by Gov- - bring returns.
Singers .la
i
Heroes of Baseball His.Useph Gillvipie, Thomas Richards, Rrnor Wilson on cabinet matters, has!'
Lew w eeu aim iong been an admirer of Representa-.Itan iiyal. .k.ck
tory.
melo-- ;
hn Alexander.
tive neli(,1(j anu- is generally under-dle- s
In a bciuiii'ii! home at 1710 Golden
of former days and popular songs cl00(1 t0 favo). him for a cnbIrlet
place
or fhe present are rendered
during 'if New york is t0 be represented,
Gate avenue. San Francisco,
lives
HE
loo bases
liis divi.s.'on, which is brought to a
Alexander Lange, real estate :i..:,i
Hei'i'esentative Redfield has held
r
.h.iKl, with ti,B rnmiitinn nf
LA3CEST VARIETY
and the greatest outfielder that erer
admiration of many members of; FINEST QUALITY
tlle
Vt
led
the
of
the
Friars' Frolic,
big
HE'3 IN THE. REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
01
talK
0W!U8
COUR1'ess
,0
a
hall
on
al)illty
team.
!bv Tommy Hvde, "1 want to Hear An
1'layed
Chicago
OUT IN CAUIFOR.N! A NOW
Irish Haul Play on St. Patrick's Day." ,;bout the tariff. His tariff speeches
Where today is there a
ball
.
..
..,
'll the recent campaign have become
one
41.
to
is
San
,
of
, ,
effort
but
Francisco's
a
lie
to
make
genuine
ii i iuii.
ji ,i
in ii.i iiii
tin, (ii
........
jd.iyer fielder, runner an ! baiter'.' temerityhim. No infielder cared to
..
i
1.,,..:
II!
famous. It is said that Governor Wil-- ;
retire
is
to
be
intended
the
piece
ai'ierpiece
Bill lang
Men who knew the great slugger say-hscin referred to him in this way:
..
ness is large and Lange is reckoned a
block him and risk broken hones.
de resist.-nc- e
of the production. This
"He gets facts' .info the tariff discus-- .
Today
could hit Walsh, Marquard, Mathew- In ISiif. and '7, Lange led all Na- - wealthy man.
vear it Is called "lie C.ii
"In l!KKi when the American league
In lSflli
son, Wood, Bender and Joe Wood just tional league base runners.
Guards' Rc;ception," and its book,
as steadily as he Hit the offerings of he stole 100 bases and the next year was organized, was offered $7500 and He does not think the game is
rics and music are from the versatile
but says the publicity given
the men of his day; that ho could SI!. He was the fourth man 1o steal S.'iii expenses to join the Boston or
Honey Roy." Evans in his favorite
c haraclei 'zntion of a roust-abou- t
dark- - APPLE RATE
steal bases on Gibson, Archer, Street, ilOO bases between 1S90 and 1900. Chicago National league club," says baseball by the newspapers leads
'
ey of the levee, is. given the noni de
Wilson or Meyers and field as bril- Stovey got his 15(! in the Players' Lange. "Detroit started to dicker, this conclusion by many people.
CASE DECIDED i
was
u.
I
102
ci
with
out!
out
first
real
Didimus
was
but
"Cicero
found
Jones."
stole
me,
engagement
in
Hamilton
as
guerre
or
Tris
Cobb
Longe's
they
1890;
Ty
liantly
league
Speaker.
'
and in LS91 stole 115. Brown in of the game permanently. I was sue-- : with Port Townsend in 1S91. The ,c0 as the psendo "General Woof Woof
"GILT EDGE" tlia only Indies' shoe ilreMriu Hint
Lange was one of the largest men in
"Washington. D. C, Dec. 17. That pneiiixi-lcontnhis Oil. lf!ark unci ruliHiH'i:i';
ci eding in the real estate business next year, attracted by his batting, lie- is the instigator of many laugh-Abaseba.l and the fastest big man that the American association stole 110.
M.
W. Thomp- - nnd cliihlr.un'i licmfs and
the
assessed
shines without
charges
1Sfl:i
he procreal'ng situations. The scenes of
Seattle signed him and in
a batter Lange was a terror, and determined to stick to it."
ever played. He stood over six feet
Mc. "FRENCH GLOSS,"
lu alJ1"1 s al
"DANDY" 'n!iitiitinn 'or clcaninp nnd pol;h:;i:;
There is real news in this state- - joined Capt. .Alison's White Stockings. lhe aftrr;)iece are laid in Hanitown, &u"' il s'uwlN. ' a,m
.
and weighed more than 200 pounds, He was an extra base hitter of note.
a!l kind 8 of russet or tun
"STAR"eii!''.
M., for the transports
"De. Go Lightly Guards" and Hspuiiola.
In 1S9!) Lange announced his re- Ala.
"CUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with
which perhaps accounts for his soubri- A glance at the tabulated record ofment.
01 aPP18 10 various- - points
uon
kIhn'h.
ramus
lfr. Ju.',--- .
D.i
wliifensd,rt.y
of
"The
a
the
the
tghter - .
Regiment,"
his seven years with Chicago shows! To Bill Lange, Willie Keeler is the tirement, which was regarded as
quet of "Little Eva."
..:
i
In
"Ai Bft" Tl fAMC anri WM TFC r.,.nc clinic
I., l... .1.,.
v .,i:r
;,
It was a pleasure to see Lani;e what an effective individual "Little greatest player that ever lived and bluff by the public and ball players, latter r ndered by Charles llilliard .A ltuua "'" &
Fe
l:;r
uluiniuuin
coinIn
Santa
;e
ho:.es,
handsosici,
railway
the relied and artistic delineator of80". Topeka
HKnge, inc.
wnn Hpnne, y.c.
single, or walk to first. Like a flash Eva" was with the war club and on Amos Rusie is the greatest pitcher who didn't know Lange.
v.omanl. :nd, both melodies written
lul3'. et al., are unreasonable, is the "ELITE"
coinliinat ion for pontlemon who
he was off for second, and it was bet- the paths.
in having their ehorB l(ok A I. Kt'stons rnlor
of the interstate commerce
RECORD.
BILL LANGE'S SEVEN-YEAthe "Hcney Rov" are its souk hits,
And he retired In his prime, never
ter than an even bet he would be safe.
nnd hiatreloull black nhors. Poiiph wilh a hruUi
Air. orcloth,25ci'nts.
rendered.
ommission
'
"BABY ELITE" ei.e, 10
recently
a
and
novel
"Sein'narv
old
Davs,"
for
not
A few lightning strides, a slide and s to return. He did
wait
song
age
Sll. Ave.
H.
TH.
Ail.
R.
Sli.
Rank
Ueep lie ind yi.u wntit. Men,1
aside from un- - r your ilenInlor clues not,
imekiine, elmryvF ut.U.
1:!2
.288 dance creation by James K. Gorman. Thompson alleged that
26
4!)
cloud of dust, a frightened
45S
prke sfnuips l.ir ull sixe
...
92
second to cut into his speed or dim his
...S3
BROS. & CO.,
WHITTEMORE
he
3UKt
was
charges
discriminated) 20-2- 6
..'124 stage manager for all Cohan and liar-71
199
S7
. . .2S
baseman or shortstop, and Lange was ting eye. He quit while the quitting islm
Albany Street, Cambridge, Mats.
Tie Olttrst aitit .aryf t Mt;n t'actutcrs oj
.::ss l is productions, is the second part, lagainst, by reason of the defendants'
9
ISO
79
277
179
120
g
safe.
was good and refused the siren call to 1805
...8
Shoe Polishes in the Wot id.
di10u
.:i:! Beside ;:troducinc John Kini:. the hi-- ! failure to extend certain desired
Kill
4(59
114
...28
Lange went into second like a wind- return. He is the only great player sin!
t
i
stoppage-in-transi'version
and
Ram
priviwench pcrsonalor and
.:-- conipar:-bls::
9
4S2
2:::
170
119
mill on the large. His arms and legs to leave the game while able to com-jiN...12
th:- - simulator of a "lio account f leges to the traffic in
The
Lte.
7
.:::!2
23
4.19
question.
140
199
79
1S9S
and
...12
whirled in all directions and his speed niand a large salary,
stay away.
r.o
2:5
.:!24 niggah." it furnishes opportunity for shipments were made during 1910 and
19(5
SI
420
i::5
...20
T)P Aflift'f'Of
was terrific. Few men had the
Today Lange is a young man, being 1N9!1
the giv'ng of a clever saltatorial ex-and the complainant declared
4 Horse Power
hibition by the contingent of dancers that the defendants were in several
PRICE, $165.00
A WOMAN HAS NO MARKET
ling editor today he writes: "I am for a $10,0(10 contract next year, said: with the show. The members of the leases unable to quote him the rates
JOE JACKSON BUYS FARM.
'That kind of talk makes me tired, company are presented in the roles of applicable to the shipments and con- With Imported Magneto.
Joe Jackson, Nap slugger extraor .forry to say I cannot give you any inVALUE IS PLEA.
adouht with trouble
Motorcycle without
diiiary,' is preparing to retire from formation regarding myself and the( If it was only a game to get some dusky belles and sportive beaux in- tended therefore that the intermediate
left nt the factory.
I would
a miss ueautiiui picture 01 a girts senunot
re-from
advertisement
a
recent
as
of
say
letter
with
the
their
to
word
19i:,
from
cheap
minima
,ites
varying
(Tigers
Washington, D. C, Dec. 17. On the baseball, according
j word.
Rut Marquard should have nary in the southland.
w
the winter Mr. Navin has made me lose all
suited in excessive and unreasonable
ground that the white slave act was Jacksons, ho areS. spending
con-kind
of
is
after
that
team
Detroit
the
as
as
snow
advertising
terest far
gone
C.
aim charges,
in comparison with the
monologues, which
designed to prohibit trafficking in wo- at Brandon Mill,
Joe wants more money than the Nap cerned. I have been busy looking long ago instead of the kind he got in his ehappiest vein, and a clever through rates.
men and not to forbid immoral acts,
alter my future interests, the nature in being mixed up with some woman terpsiclioreuti exhibition by Tommy
offers him for the next season.
As it was pointed out, the shipper
Benjamin C. Bacharach, attorney for club
saved practically all lot' which I do not. care to divulge at, who happens 1o be another man's wife, Hyde feature the olio.
has
he
He
says
to find a good market for his '
suin
filed
Jack Johnson, today
the
failing
I
statesoon
a
will
time.
baselthis
make
of
moiiey he has made out
the
goods, left the apples in the car until
preme court, an argument to show ball and has
just about decided to buyjment to the Detroit1 fans giving them
he could dispose of them or reship
that Johnson should be acquitted on a farm near his
Have been forced
real reasons why
home.
A YS
them to some other place for final
the indictment, of having violated the
LIGHT SILENT AND RELIABI.K.
"I have always liked farming and ,j lo quit Detroit."
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In tbn past fifty years, thousands of
Sianles such as Ilianionds. Watches, Uir.ur. Scar! fins. Hull Deot lie state. .ir. Jiael has heen ladies have writtrn. like Mrs. McOill
tachable Handle, Umbrellas all make aH'Vpi'iat; gifts, and we have
a inciiiber of the dentocratic
party to tell of the benefit received, from
hundreds of other appropriate articles that you tuny Muled from.
M.
since he ctiat his Crwl vote, and ho has Cardui.
(
Such testimony, from earnest wom-- n,
Mail orders given prompt attention
ipen evenings until ll p. in.
(lacks and Baggage TraosJer. Prompt Attention and the Eest
iihvays worked for the welfare of
his party with hin efforts and his surely indicates the great vahio of this
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
for diseases peculiar to
San Francisco
tonic
JTeveral times tilso, he has! women.remedy,
Where Quality Governs the Price noncy.
Reliable Jeweler
Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Street
i.een a c;nui;ih;:e for lifferent positions
Cardui is the me'lioine you need.
and Price Hie Quality!
and has .stood di !':;:! with more enersy
We urr;e you to try It.
104 DON GASPER ST.
9
W
Telephone
than if he had he. n elected. .Mr. Uael
N. B
Vrilttn: t.ariirs' AJvlsnry Dent..
mj.' ijiji
VVdu ine Co., Ctuirnf.r.rtna, Ti't'n.. lor S;ur mI
is well known as a staunch democrat! Intmctl'inix.
and
hook, "Hume Trvtmaof
re-- ,
and his si rviccs will be highly
lur Wumen," sent ir pUin wrMDL:r, on rviueL
warded if the appointment of 1". S.
.Marshal is tendered to him. lie will!
discharge the duties of the odice with
efficiency and lo the satisfaction of
the people. His friends are workins
jvith enerny to secure .Mr. Kael s ap- point men!.
THURSDAY DECEMBER 19
YOUR
Absolute
TO
H. C. Ycntz, San Francisco street,
'Jewelry, Diamonds, etc. Open until !t
Largest, best and only first, class
p. m.
minstrel organization in the world
SMOK1NC
AND
BATH
JACKETS
Getting What You Pay 'POBES AT THE
WHITE HOUSE,
The first of the series of dances
For, and Sauing Money on
and socials, which have heen inaugu-- ,
Each Purchase, is the
ra"(! under the :;n.':p5ee:; cf the ;;cv
KIT
Foundation on which H. " entertainment committee selected by
ithe local lod.,re of Elks will be given
E. LAS VEGAS,
S. KAUNE & CO. haue
this evening at the club rooms and
NEW MEXICO.
front indications this scries of dances
Built Up the Largest and
promises to eclipse anything of the
kind ever before attempted in Santa
Most
Retail
Work-Qu- ick
Satisfactory
!
Fe.
THE EXCLUSIVE
SHOE STORE.
The committee passes upon all inGrocery Business in the
vitations for those, other than Elks,
K
Santa Fe.
;,'j
City
ryf'and their wives, and there is a scramble by those who desire to share in
FOR CASH ONLY.;- the pleasant evenings set aside for
HAND-MAD-
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Something NEW
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If; Matting
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fruit trees and
feet,
and a half from State
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RUQS

Letjus show you this'excellent assortment
LOW-PRICE-

U. C. WATSON & CO.

-

UNDERTAKING
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CELEBRATED SHEFFIELD POCKET KNIVES
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'
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
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Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty..

I

S. KAUNE

8

CO.
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Oiatta--xiK-

SEND

Why Waft ?

a

Elk's Theatre

OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT

THE

Cer-Certai-

of

TAUPERT,

1

j

Dispensing

''

Accurate

Returns

M

AT LOW PRICES
POULTRY FOOD

which is composed of Corn, Oats, Bran, Alfalfa Leaves and
Flowers all ground together. Steam it and feed it as a warm
mash. The price is reduced to $2.00 per 100 lbs.
PRATT'S REGULATOR, . .
25c per pkff.
GRANULATED BLOOD, . . . 5&c per lb.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

cuySJioad

y

these, socials.
Morrison's orchestra will dispense
the music and dancing' will commence
at. 9 p. m. During the evening refreshments and lunch will be served on the

If Vou Use Our

--

- 'f

ry

of

FRESH EGGS

c.

I.

S. KAUNE

8

CO.

Where! Prices are Lowest
or Sate Qualitv

lower floor.
Rubber that i3 Riht Our rubber
goods guaranteed io be absolutely
right in every respect. See our special hot water bag, guaranteed for
two years. ZooU's Pharmacy.
BURNT LEATHER GOODS FROM
25C UP AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
They Notice Us Tlie El Paso Her-- '

MEN'S

OCTA CriANCE TO SAVE MONEY.'SSI
Standard
Standard
Standard

s
if

$5.50
$4.53
$3. CO

Shoes for
Shoes for
Shoes for

$3.30
$2.50

EOYS1 SIZE.

Standard
Standard

Sixtv While "Corkers'
Two Cars ,f Sect'ety
Oiehrstra of
1

Corel t

I'HK'KS

-

-

-

Hand of

2

1.."0

T."o. fl.'Jtl

Seats Sale Tuesday, Dec.

--

17

FISCHER'S UUl't; STORE

$2.50
$2.25

Shoes fcr
Shoes for

$2.00
$1.fc5

EVERY SHOE GUARANTEED.

B. TONNIES,

West Palace Avenue.
.'.it

ha;e

six

Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

President.

BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.
Organized in 1870.

f

i

oa.

Season Now

SUBSCRIPTION RATKS
$5.0 Daily Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.50 Daily per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year

$1.00

en for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.

50

but there is no reason why the doll
should deliberately be made repulsive.
If children drag their dolls about by
the legs and bang their heads against
the steam radiator, there is excuse
for their acts in the stupidity of parents who present them with the little
manufacturers
which
monstrosities
have contributed to the trade.
There is no reason why the doll
should be merely a conventionalized
have no objecwax or china face.
tion to character doils, but there is
no excuse for the hideous doll, which
has become so common in the showcases and shop windows.
There is enough in the world of
ugliness anil icarieature ana an mis
of
will soon enough come to .notice
it
without, having
our youngsters
forced on them at the impressionable

MORE DAYS
TO SHOP

"All of Today's News Today
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PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J

BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W
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WHAT IS THE REASON

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT
Tilt' Philippine Legislature lias Hist passed an net mil horizine the Gov
crnor (ieneral to lake such steps as in his judgment may lie necessary to;
)iev(iit the price of rice from rising nhove a reasonable rate and to supply1
THE BICYCLE CAME BACK,
rice and other foodstuffs to the people at reasonable prices.
"Kvery (log lias his day," the old
Two years a so the Philippine government was confronted with a part ial ' saying is, and the saying' "goes" with
failure of the rice crop- Speculators in rice acquired large Htccks and held everything else as well ns the dog.
litem for an enormous rise in prices. The wholesale market price mounted
The bicycle came, had Us rage, ;mu
rapidly from $:.'.40 to
per hundred.
passed into the has been class, but
It was apparent that fainiti5 would result unless drastic action was taken. lis rejuvenation seems probable, as
Wilson likes it, and
Accordingly the government itself went into the rice business, purchased a President-elec- t
cargo for immediate delivery at Manila and Cehu and made other purchases that bids fair to bring it back once
in
for future delivery. The rice was placed on sale through the more in1o its old time popularity.
provincial and municipal government and sold directly to consumers in small! In Cleveland's time, and prior to
Quantities.
that, the carriage was the vehicle in
rode. Taft
The upward movement of prices was immediately checked, and dealers, which presidents
the automobile, but from proa-'cuin order to move their stocks, sold at rates slightly below the government
indications, the new chief execjuice, which was then from time tcrtiine reduced. The result was that several
millions of pesos were saved to the individual purchasers and consumers utive of our great and glorious na- of rice, who paid but from .in to ".1 per cent as much as would otherwise t'.oji. will be scurrying through fashion
have beer, necessary.
ned streets of the national capital on
Can anybody suggest any good reason why our government should con- a plebeian bicycle and it may bring it
fine its operations to rice in the Philippines'.'
Why not beef and eggs and once more into vogue.
butter in the I'nited States?
We are, after all, followers of fads
Isn't a citizen of these I'niled States entitled to protection from the in this country, and as much as any
"rise of prices above the reasonable rale" just as much as a Filipino is?
other nation, we look up to those in
Why can't I'ncle Sam bring the fanners and other food producers into high public office to set the fashion
direct touch with the consumers'.' If the Philippine government can place from neckties up to vehicles in which
rice on sale through "the piovincial and municipal governments" and sell we ride.
"directly to consumers in small quantities" is there any good reason why
We have long laughed at the toadywe can't have the same thing in the I'nited States?
ism of the people of other nations and
such action is
of
and all
Of course,
and,

a

it.

the
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$1.25
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SIDE

Be glad; don't g't mad; to be sad
is worse than bad. if you had the
trials of dad you migh. feel sad so
lie glad.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing condi-- '
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit AcLetters of Credit and Drafts issued on
counts opened.
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exeffected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchases
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
McKANE,
J. B. READ,
g

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

(4) Per Annum Interest

FOUR PER CENT

All the world loves a booster, so
knock and you knock alone for every
knock is a boost if you take the

Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

knocker's viewpoint.
A boycott by the merchants of the
Santa Fe railway company is not business: its not the way to get at a situation so ancient. There is a way.
a.

W

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELOADO,

'

PROPRIETOR.

MAN'l'KACTlKKK OF

The Ancient City of Santa Fe has
Let them associate with the things shown an increase of twenty people a
that are beautiful, and especially, at year for the past ten years. There's
this season of the year, it seems so out a reason. Are you one of the reasons?
of place to deliberately bestow upon a
child a gift that is the homeliest
thing you 'can find, llring beauty as
well as cheer at Christmas time.
doll age.

Dalleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don tiaspar Avenue.
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MET!

THE
PALACE
SANTA

From the liaton Range.)
founded rumor advises that
;ui agreement has been entered into
between the Santa Fe Railroad com
pany and the Stanley Steamer AutoMABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
mobile company for the establishment
AMERICAN PLAN.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
of their automobile service in 1013
between Colorado Springs and Santa
Fe, Xew Mexico, via Raton Pass, for
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
the benefit of the thousands of exto
position visitors who will desire
witness the scenic, splendors of Raton
Pass, the Cimarron canon and the his-- I
toric points of visitation about Taos
Santa Fe.
thai,
terribly paternalistic
any
but andTwo auto
wholesalers and jobbers thought them queer and all that,
course, our commission merchants, middle-men- ,
parties in Stanley Steam-rt E e
this kind of ers
would be patriotically indignant if our government should attempt, to do for we are not wholly above
passed through Raton
recently
lover the proposed route to investigate
its own citizens what it has done for the Filipinos, but, after all, is that a thing ourselves, and whatwethearegreat,
also
hev got out thet thur ovur-kot- e
"Wal
suilicieiit reason why we should continue to pay enormous tolls to specula or the alleged great do,
read conditions and to secure data
or
do.
to
I
Rooms en
hev hed fur nigh ontu
kely
whut
tors in our food supply?
favoring the important undertaking.
to be human nature to '
with the San-- ! eighteen years," says' the Old Codger,
recent
Why not. ask I'ncle Sam to get busy on the same kind of plan right here J It seems
The
Distance
agreement
Local
and
Telephones in
Long
hev
look up not as we always should to-- i tn Fe is believed to be the result of "but kin not wear it no more,
at home?
cold
rooms. Hot
ward the things that elevate us but the report made by the investigating got tu git me a new ovurkote but
0
(toward those who are in higher po-- (party. What such an innovation in air nnt aaoln tu wear no sich conelectric
THE MOUNTED POLICE
jsition, or what we think is higher po-- 'tourist traffic will mean' for Raton traption es thet thur un thet thet felf sition and we wonder, in a sort of,
New .Mexico not only wants the mounted police to remain as a part
ler Iry Grimshaw en thet feller Alburt
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION
cannot readily be estimated.
the police department of this slate, but wants it made even more effective awe stricken form, how it seems,
es a wearin. Them thur things
for
is
famous
Clancy
The
company
Stanley
iilargement and increased power.
awa up there.
darn et,
ihe many mountainous routes which air not ovurkotes, gold
This question will be called to the attention of the next legislature, and
As a matter of fact, in many ways
know whut they air, but thet air
don't
both
has
i'
throughout
established,
on
it
action
expected.
Mike
it is not so pleasant as it looks and
.Mountain re- - not ovurkotes. Thet thur one ov
Like so much of the last session's work. 1his matter was neglected until is not so greatly preferable to what we tlic east and the Rocky
es a fright, en thefs a fac'
Stanton
giou.
the last few hours, when the skids were put up and important matters were have away down here.
too, by heck."
The proposed Colorado Springs-San-t- ,
put on to be slammed through regardless.
However, it has always been so and
Fe route, passing through Pueblo,
The appropriation bill was a medly thai has not yet been sifted to any nrobablv always will; so because WilThe Santa Fe railway company is
sun rides a bicvcle. it is likely the lit Trinidad. Raton and Santa Fe, by way all right and so is the city of Santa
body's' understanding.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
of the Cimarron canon, Taos Pass and
One point in connection with an added necessity for lie relention of the tie two wheeler will again come into
Fe all right. It's the spirit of the
one
the
of
be
Taos, will undoubtedly
mounted police is ihe fact that the Fheriffs in 1he various counties have been popular demand,
thing. It's wrong to hate your neighHOME
inviting side trips offered by the San-- ; bor. Santa Fe is willing to kiss and
put on a salary basis. While this is believed, generally, to be a move in the!
HELEN IS CAUGHT.
,la Fe, standing only second to Jthe: make up but it takes two to adjust a
tight direction, vet those oflicials who are in ollice for what there is in it,
he
At last, Helen Could seems to have Grand Canyon of the olorado.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit witti
mv bound to relax their efforts to a certain extent, when there is not the
tpiarrel and two to make one.
,
mountain-climbsthe
mag
of
the
exhilirating
of
advice
determined
action.
and
the
to
a
to
of
decided
excite spirit
fees
incentive
vigilance
adopt
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
There should be some additional protection and an additional authority Grand Junction, Colorado, minister t.ificent panoramas from the backbone WILD TRAIN RUNS
Central Location.
and
Taos
Pass,
Raton
of
the
Range
who so vigorously assailed her for
lor ferreting out crime and bringing punishment to criminals.
DOWN MOUNTAIN
canon
and
of
Cimarron
the
summer.
grandeur
last
it
effective
times
been
that
has
!u this same connection,
many
proven
spinsterhood
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Cumberland, Md Dec. 17. HushLarge Sample Rooms.
the Palisades, and, above all, the hts-- !
Helen is going to marry.
police work can not be done, where local influence controls, as it often does,
gaining
mountainside,
the
down
ing
in
about
and
of
interest
toric spots
in tlit. nrrpst nf violutors of Ihe law. II is u vt rv strong factor in the suc
There would not be anything
with every second, a heavy
cessful curbing of crime, and may as well be regarded from the practical pecially interesting 'in this little social J aos and the ancient capital, win speed train on the Baltimore & Ohio
note were it not that the bride to be is a combine to make the two days' trip freight
standpoint which faces us.
was wrecked near Glencoe,
Gould and has about ln.Onn.miO bones by automobile one not to be passed railroad,
Murders in New Mexico have been on the increase.
Pa.
stickfastidious
up. even by the most
If no other inlluence can control this growth of crime, let it be fear. Let in her own right,
One unidentified man was taken
ease and comfort in traveling.
Helen
,r ghe w(J.e
criminals und rsland that there is a law that will be enforced against them
O'l.eaty, or ler for
from the wreckage several hours after
an
automobile
of
such
The
opening
WanHelen
and that punishment will be swift and sure.
Helen Corridon, or
are known
j
,
the Stanley Steamer com- the accident, four trainmen
The time may come when this state will not need this additional pro tec- lllejdtn. or something like that the service by
two
perhaps
been
to
have
injured,
of
tourists
will
thousands
bring
pany
mounted
matter.
the
the
tion given by
police.
are misspapers would not mention
only fatally, and four trainmen
P.ut the time is not yet.
;
but she is a Could and therefore this lo Katon who would otherwise niour-tain
ing.
little
a
our
fair
of
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
the limelight get glimpse
The legislature will be called upon to meet this question. meet it fairly marriage gets into
two
of
made
engines
up
The train,
city through a car window.
and meet it early in the session. It is a (inestion involving the safety of the strongly.
and ii cars loaded with coal, had just
Some of the Could children have
citizenship of New .Mexico, and cannot lie regarded with indifference.
En.
paused through Manila. Pa., when
u
!
made marriage look like a farce and ROSVVELL IS
Itockwood,
of
Kcimell,
gineer Ceorge
on this fickle sea have
adventures
the
He
speed.
UNCLE TOM'S GABIM
iN GAME TOO I'a., noticed the increasing
not brought credit on the name, but
F. Hopkinson Smith has established himself strongly with a large conapplied the brakes and discovered that
MOULTON-ESP- E
aunt
her
and
of
case
in
the
Marjorie
hud happened. Realizing
something
stituency of readers, lie is really one of the choice writers of this generation.
criticism
no
cause
for
is
'Helen
there
News.
From the Hoswell
tale, Tncle Tom's Cabin.' will therefor not
the train was beyond control, he called
His assault on the old. war-timthe American public will cordially
old college chum. A. B. Rene- - to his fireman to save himself and
SANTA FE, N. M
Our
be cordially rect ived by a great many of even his most ardent admirers. land
GENERAL AGENTS,
Miss Could as they did
who is president of the Santa Fe jumped. For eight miles the train
ban,
That this 'remarkable story hail a wonderful inlluence no one will deny, congratulate
Miss, Marjorie for not going abroad 'chamber of commerce, is out With a dashed
but that it was wholly an evil inlluence not everyone will admit.
along taking all the curves
or
The characters of this story became real historic characters in Ihe minds and purchasing a foreign dukechai- - proposition for a state boosters nieet-Un- until it reached a sharp curve near
count possessed only of a rotten
to be held at the same time as Glencoe.
of many. They lived and breathed and molded eve .its.
There one of the engines
and a title.
'the New Mexico Press association left the track, and the whole train
Like ail stories of that day. in this one of a past generation, the charac- after
a
is
Could
Helen
splendid exump'c which is to he in January. This idea
ters seem old fashioned and queer, as do Ihe dresses of that time, but of American womanhood.
A WONDERFUL INSURANCE CONTRACT!
pjied after it. completely blocking the
She has is
builders,
to
the
there is always a peculiar fascination in them.
empire
get
together
system.
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a.1- PUBLICATION.
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not
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staae in good and bad dramatized form in all that tune, can hardly lie
Department of the Interior, V. S.
'ways aiming for the spot light. Her commonwealth. The plan is a good
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And behold, men brought in a bed a man which was taken with palsy; and they sought means to
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HI X.. Range 2 F.., X. .VI. P. .Meridian,
of Iowa, president of the order
bivouac, a nine mile tramp in all.
Write Dr. R. V. Pierce's
has died noiice of intention to make
distinctly feminine.
of Railway Conductors; John II.
five year proof, to establish claim to
Invalids' Hotel. Buffalo, N.Y.
Faculty
treasurer of the American FedeDr. William Sadler, author of "The
the land above described, before
r
ration of Labor; James O'Connell. of
Consultation
tree and advice
:

sirci

Whether it rains or the Streets
are slushy, you can always be sure
that Dr. A. Reed Shoes will keep
withyour feet warm and dry
out rubbers.

j

j

Other shoes won't do that bat
Dr. A. Keed Shoes have a special
insole a soft fibre cushion that
is
f
and damp-prooMoisture simply can't come up
through the sole.
And you'll enjoy
walking whatever
the weather is, for
the cushion insole spreads your weight so evenly over
vour foot that it's just like "walking on air." No other
shoes are half so comfortable half so restful to your
feet. And if you'll give us a chance today tomorrow
anytime, we II show you now to do away not only
with rubbers, but with tired, aching, burning feet
as well.
chill-proo-

Dr.A

f.

Shoe

JOHN PFLUEGER

rz

t?iii

ntu

.ilUMf

I OI9R0II VmOKTl

MOT

Hol-jlo-

pp-s--

;

j

It

ct

Cause and cure of Colds." says iliat
common colds should be taken ser- the District of Columbia, vice pret.i- dent of the same organization. The
iously, especially when they "hang
its own chair
on." Foley's Honey and Tar Com- commission will choose
man.
pound is a reliable household medicine for coughs and colds, equally ofSEVEN DEAD; SEVEN INJURED.
ieciive tor ennuren ana for grown
persons. Take it when you feel a! Ashtabula, Ohio, Dec. 17. Seven
cold ccming on.
It will avert danger dead and seven injured was the toll
of serious results and cure quickly. of the wreck here last night when a
No harmful drugs. For sale by all Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
ccal train struck a street car.
druggists.
.

confidence.

Dr. Pierce's

is

is strictly m

fTavorMe

prescription

restores the health and spirits and removes those
painful symptoms mentioned above. It has been
sold by drug-gistfor over 40 years, in fluid form,
at ?1.00 per pottie, giving general satisfaction. It can

now be had in tablet form, as modified by R.V. Pierce, M.D.

mSoM by Medicine Dealers or trial box t
I
matt on
SOo In mtmmnmx

by

receipt of

Reg-iVte-

and Receiver.

V. P. L.

O.. at.

Santa Fe. X. AI.. on the 22nd day oi
January. 1!l1.:.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapin. Teodoro Haca. Juan
Gonahs. Albino Haca, all of Santa Fe,
x. jr.
Witnesses:
H. C. Hernandez,
I'rbano D. Ortiz.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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F. ANDREWS

Grocery, Bakery

Market
EAT

F. ANDREWS

Phone i.

Dec.

14.

Two wills
n

I

j

e

n

j

at

MISS A. MUGLER

y

Phone 4.

Cut Flowers and Plants

-

ii

&9

THE
JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD-

E

WATCHES
CLOCKS
Reliable!

ij

HAVE

;One

Old

Miguo

Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.

'

AND

Time Pieces That Are

Boquets, Designs, Decorations.

GARDEN
THE CLARENDON
Chunui.
Sun
Jllock Kust

t.

FOR

Hats

c.athe-father'-

s

1

NEW RGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

i

Colo.,

17, 1912.

i

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods of All Kinds.
m

Denver,

DECEMBER

NOTICE.
said to be in the employ of the Nahereby notify all persons that on tional company, who he said, were
Hhis 14th day of December, 1912, I making war on rival companies.
have transferred for certain considerMRS. ORTIZ Y
ations my business in llie County of
If you use embossed stationery, you
Santa I'e, to Alma Cherry and Kdythe
LOPEZ DIES AFTER
do no better than place your orcan
M
and
from
and
that
after,
SHORT ILLNESS said Hayno
.
date I will not be responsible for der with the New Mexican Printing
any debts incurred in connection with company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
.Mrs. Rita Ortiz y Lopez, HI years such business.
with
to
I
have
endeavored
strictly
wife
of
place
i'atroncino Lopez, a well
old,
knewn resident of this city and a the Capital City Hank security for all
member of one of the oldest Spanish-America- my indebtedness known to me.
If there are any other creditors. In-- : FROM THIS .DATE ON
families, died last night folnot provided for, they will
advertently
lowing a short illness. She left eight
my attorney, (i. Volney
children most of them of tender kindly notify
My Line of Made
.Howard in order that he may make
which
to
added pathos
her sad proper
j ciis
adjustment.
a Big
Will Be Sold
demise. A tine woman, .Mrs. Ortiz y
.VOX A HELL.
Lopez leaves besides her relatives,
Discount.
many warm personal friends in Santa v
AN EDITOR
TESTIFIES.
Plumes in delicate shades
Ostrich
Fe who are today m.ourning her death.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 17. Rreston
at cost. Black Plumes at a
The funeral will take place tomorrow
.McKinney, editor of a trade paper
s
o'clock from the
morning at
large discount.
of Los Angeles, Calif., who was on
dial, Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu
Jtlie witness stand at the adjournment
presiding. Ignucio Lopez, postmaster 'of the National
Cash Register case'
at Las Vegas and .Mrs. Refugio Esqui-onlhis testimony to- resumed
yesterday
bel, also of Las Vegas, relatives,, are
He
'
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
told
of
day.
'having followed men
here to attend the last services. The
funeral will be public and will be
largely attended.
i tv- jrfbiSVi
'V
A BRITISH WARSHIP
V

have been prepared by Alonzo Thorn)- son, octogenarian millionaire of Den-Ithe
ver, ilispcsing of his ( Elate.
Hi i t will bis son, Alonzo, Jr., reputed
U) be the best dressed man in
ver, is to be given the entire
is today upponioniug $;',:!, Tt:!.S I. the if be "can
brace up and be a man."
current state school luml. This will l'i'i? yctmg man's conduct is to be the
Hive Y cents to each pupil.
:n.'!m ace which de ides whether he
Mr. White is working on his report
becomes
under the first
mid further "interestinx
statistics' will or thebeuetieiary
one by which HP 'is
other
'will be given out for publication when
and no more.
the report is linithed, and submitted beiiueathed
Roth wills were signed by Thompto the governor.
"General school conditions are show- son yesterday afternoon and pmced
iu the hands of an attorney. If young
ing marked improvements," said Mr.
Whito in commenting on the disclos- Thompson's conduct meets with his
ures made by the census.
approval, before the will be-The focomes
effective'
the old man himself
lie
of
llowing will
striking features
will tear up the will leaving the son
the report
$3, but if lie should die before
School districts in state, l.Ooo.
School rooms. lofiS.
the change in conduct, has come about
Teachers employed in public schools the lawyer is to determine which will
1.1!s.
shall be probated.
High schools, 40.
Thompson created much interest
Average annual salary for all teach- among his set. iu Denver a short time
ers, $:;s!t.s:,.
TO CONVEY REID'S BODY.
ago, declaring that bis wife and son
Tolal salary paid teachers, for 111 were attempting to send him to an inLondon. Dec. 1,'. .Mrs. Wihtelaw
sane asylum in order to- obtain his Reid decided today to uccept the offer
of common estate.
Total maintenance
Later Mrs. Thompson filed by the Hritish government of a war-- ,
schools over $1 .i.MJO.Oon.
for divorce, alleging
petition
iship to convey the body of her late;
Total valuation of school property,
She was granted her petition husband to the United states. The! vj
$1.2."U,0mi.
'
arrangements will be completed be- - 4
Ihirollment shows increase, being md $123,000 alimony.
over CO.OiMl,
jtween the Hritish foreign office and
Km ollmcnt. in private and sectarian
jtlie American state department.
Among the first wreaths to reach
schools exceeds ,"j,0d0.
Dorchester house was one from Queen
Average daily attendance exceeds
.Mother Alexander.
Hundreds of ap-- ;
l.',,0im.
i 7.
Xew York, Dec.
Speculative
have been received for
State educational institutions num- onditions
plications
for
made
greater,
today
ber !.
'stability in the stock market and duv-in- seats in Westminster Abbey for the
Value of property estimated at
the early hours there were none memorial service for the late ambasntiii.
ol the extraordinary fluctuations such sador which is to be held on Friday.
Annual expenditure for state educa- ,'as occurred
yesterday. Variations ot
tional institutions, fUSG.lMin.
1 to :i points were registered in stocks'
Xumber of teachers in educational 'which
commonly moved widely but
iiiftitutions, i:il.
these conditions were accomplished
Number students, 7 IU.
without the nervous excitement which
CLAYTON GETS IT.
has frequently atlrnued trading reThe stale treasurer, O. X. Marron.
Traders sold stocks for a time
cently.
today awarded the State Hunk of Com-- ; in the belief thai yesterday's bulge:
meree of Clayton, N. M., the deposit of was too
rapid and that a reaction
he ?Mi.."i(iT, being the
per cent proould naturally follow.
After llie,
ceeds Ironi tlie sale of I'. S. lands for loaders had been
to
down
jammed
the stale school fund. There were 2 2
points, there was a gradual nil-- j
bidders ranging from li to l!
per l.v which ultimately raised prices to'
cent, ami tii Clayton Imnl; bid llie lat- above yesterday's close.
Reading re-- '
ter, which was accepted upon condi- covered more than three point;;. Honcfci
tion the biink iile a bund in the sum were easy.
of fl."j.fll"lll.
l igeiu buying seemed to be conCORPORATION MATTERS.
when prices
cluded
around mid-daTiie Kirn! liaptist Church of Living-- !
to a point above yes-- :
ruled
y
Eton. X. .M., tiled articles of incorpora-- i
tion. naming I'. S. Eaves as statutory: terday's. close. Subsequent dealings
were spiritless, with a downward ten-iigent. There is no capital stock.
dency.
The Vim Nov Railroad Xews com-- ,
The market closed heavy. Attempts
pany announced a change of name tothe Van Xoy Railroad Hotel and Xews to stiffen the market were futile and
was met by renewed sales
company, which has-aagency in; every rally
.Montoya. Quay county, ami which is a: for both accounts. Realizations play-- ;
ed a good part in the day's decline
.Missouri company.
and there also was an extension of
It will not pay you to waste your the short interest, owing to the shorttime writing out your legal forms lived character of the boom which fol-- ,
when you cun get them already print- lowed he Reading decision. Prices
ed at the New .Mexican Printing coir at the close were around the lowest THE
WHITE HOUSE
level of the day with .important issues
pany.

Phone

IS TO

THERE

EVERYTHING

as

showing declines in the neighborhood
of a point.

HLUniL WILL ULl
HIM A FORTUNE

e

I

V--

.

OFFICIAL NEWS, his conduct

i'olfy Kidney Pills will cure all that
and niako lier Htrons unci well. They
full of work. She often has kidney are the lient medicine made for
There are KM, tits persons in the
without kiiowiiig it. Her back ney and bladder disorders For nale
aches, and .she is tired and worn out. Her bladder gives her trouble too. state of New .Mexico of school age-t- hat
is, from .' to 21 years which is
Sleeps poorly, is nervous, no appetite, by all druggists.
number
(in increase of iri:;i over the
ir. September,
!'l
Statistics on New .Mexico schools
4.
iiml pupils, etc., were given out today
Phone 4.
of I'uhlie Instrucby Superintendent
tion A Ivan X.' White, who has just
completed the whool census and who
THE BUSY WOMAN'S

It begins early, ends laic,

TUESDAY,

VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

A NICE TOILET SET

Sec

1

Ot

."

1

:'

THE RELIABLE

V.. SPARKS,
ELECTRICIAN,

one-ha-

;

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
A

on

n

good line of Electrical Heating and Cooking Devices.
Something nice for Christmas as well as the year round
Come in and see them.

Percolators, Grills,
Irons, Etc.

To-da-

lf

Page

Phone 223 J.

1

Come in and see us for your Xmas Gifts.
Useful Gifts. Get them from us.

Santa Fe Hardware

AT

i

& Supply Co.

AL E

D A Y B
THE BIG STORE

Our Sale is in full speed, thousands of Dollars of Merchandise are sold and still have as many left,
come and get in line with the wise and save money.
I

I

i
X

t

Gifts for every member of the family no matter
what their age or position in life.
Especially do Ladies appreciate something to
wear, and at this Store with our immense stock
and pleasing selections you are sure to choose
just what she would like best.

X
X

dont delay,

u

22.50
X

t
X

X
X

i

ii

at

ti''
18.00

$20.00

41

25.00
20.00

t

t

it

20.00
27.50

for - $14.50
12.50
10.85

ti

ii

"
"

-

15.00
12.50
10.50

Furs are going very fast,
I If you need a set to give:
away or for yourself come ?
I

x

X 4"

--

v

I Don't loose
I

!

this opportunity of
buying the best clothing on earth

at

reduction.

10

Hannan Shoes at $4.50 a pair.
I Country Club at $2.50 regular
Hamilton Brown
J price $3.50.
make at $2.00 regular price
I $3.00.

v

Santa Claus has arrived at our Store with a big assortment

:

I

of Toys for Children

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

NATHAN 5 ALMON

X
X

X

USEFUL :: CHRISTMAS :: GIFTS
i

Give

R

